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HONDA CIVIC AC NOT WORKING. After checking freon levels, check the relay before you visit the mechanic.
This might be this simple fix! 6 ago 2018. Although the Honda Civic model is loved by car lovers all over the
world, it still falls victim to common air conditioning problems. Air conditioning isn’t a luxury when you’re
driving in a car in 90-degree heat. When a person overheats they can lose focus, have a shorter temper and
make mistakes. Luckily, it’s possible to fix a broken AC unit. There are three main parts. What Do I Do If My
Air Conditioning Isn't Cold? · 1. A refrigerant leak: · 2. A bad compressor: · 3. A clogged orifice tube: · 4. It
loses its charge: · 5. The fan . 23 lug 2020. Improper AC clutch plate spacing or a weak AC clutch coil can
also make a grinding or hissing noise when the clutch doesn't engage completely .
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2 mag 2013. 2012 civic ex, 29000kms , a/c worked last summer, now this year its not working. If not then
you're using fresh air even with the AC on. However, even the greats have issues, as is the case with the air
conditioning in some Civics. Have there been any Honda Civic AC recalls? Though there have been no AC
recalls on Honda Civics, a Honda Civic owner filed a lawsuit in 2019 that claimed holes in condenser tubes
caused the vehicle AC to fail in Honda Civics, model year 2016-2018. AC problem 2012 honda civic 4
Answers My vehicle is over 122000 miles and runs great, however, the ac has started acting up in thr last
two weeks. The vehicle starts out blowing cold air but after 30-40 minutes of driving, it stops blo. Honda
Civic AC Is Not Working Repair Symptoms. AC Recharge. You may not realize there's a refrigerant leak until
the air conditioner stops blowing cold. Refrigerant may slowly leak out of the system over days, weeks or

even years. Read More. AC Compressor Replacement. When the compressor fails, the most common
symptom is warm air from the vents. Step 4. Inspect the engine. A Civic's engine lies alongside the A/C
setup under the hood, so if you can't find anything wrong with the freon levels or the compressor, you may
need to consider a different source. If you discover that the engine is running hot, its proximity to the A/C will
negatively affect the system's cooling capacity. Air Conditioner problem of the 2016 Honda Civic 28.
Failure Date: 06/09/2020. Air conditioner in 2016 Civic failed in November of 2019. Honda covered the
condenser but charge full rack to replace a connecting hose, $450. Now June of 2020 same issue where a/c
is blowing hot air. The air conditioning system in your 2006-2012 Honda Civic is comprised of several
different components that work together to circulate the refrigerant that cools the air entering the cabin. But
the heart of this system is the AC compressor , which acts like a pump to compress the refrigerant and push
it through the system. Check out my other Civic videos! SIMPLE AND QUICK WAY TO CHANGE THE RADIO
MESSAGE ON 2006-2011 HONDA CIVIC!!! https://youtu.be/xYq9kVQUHr8THIS FIXED MY AIR C. 2012
Honda Civic Sdn LX. Heated door mirrors, Power door mirrors # stock 7355P. Manual 139,418 KM. Air
Conditioning, Remote keyless entry # stock 7263PA. Honda Civic driver says air conditioner condensers
are defective and cause the systems to fail. December 24, 2019 — A Honda Civic air conditioner lawsuit
has been filed alleging the condensers.
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Did the air conditioning in your Honda Civic stop working all of a sudden? Check the relay before taking it to a
mechanic!.
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